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"Diplomat" - a mini-hotel of European level,
in the centre of Kiev.
Diplomat - mini-hotel of European level in the city center of Kiev. Infrastructure and the concept of the
construction of the building of the hotel speak openly about the ambitions and status of the hotel
construction this quarter. Unique centralized air conditioning system, underground Parking, own
boiler-house, the fountain in the courtyard and the magniﬁcent frescoes in the main hall of the
distinctive features of a modern hotel Diplomat. Pictures Price Book Contacts Detailed description of
Diplomat hotel The hotel Diplomat features room types double room with luxury double bed double
rooms with two single beds and a single room SNGL . All the rooms are technically equipped and meet
the generally accepted world standards of hotel business. Images of the hotel Diplomat in Kiev Rooms
are equipped with modern TV sets air conditioners mini bars, Hairdryers and digital safes. The rate at
the hotel Diplomat Double or Twin Single 100 USDсутки SNGL - 95 USDсутки included American
Breakfast which will be served directly in the room. In the hotel Diplomat hotel operates a round the
clock service of reception and accommodation of guests and the security service. Underground
Parking will allow guests to not worry about the safety of his car. Courteous and respectful staﬀ,
attentive service round-the-clock Concierge services, a taxi service and excursions in Kiev and guides.
The address of the hotel Diplomat Ukraine 01033 Kiev Zhilyanskaya str. 59 Tel.+380 44 587 53 80
Fax +380 44 569 93 99 Email. This e-mail protected from spam bots. To view it in your browser must
be enabled Java-script The website httpwww.diplomat-hotel.kiev.ua Be careful. When booking a room
at the hotel Diplomat on the order form all ﬁelds are mandatory. After sending a message about
booking rooms at the hotel Diplomat You will be contacted by the hotel Manager In this form, not only
can You add a comment on the article but also to ask any questions. To obtain the answer to the
question You need usasatsui email address and to tick a box to Subscribe to notiﬁcations for new
kommentariyakh in this case, the answer will come to Your email. address. The name of the required
E-Mail mandatory Subscribe to notiﬁcations of new
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